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Investing in the Power of Hope
through research, awareness & patient programs
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welcome to ovations for the cure


Supporting ovarian cancer research, awareness & patient programs, Ovations for the Cure is dedicated to the relentless pursuit of a cure for ovarian cancer. Our goal is to live in a world free of ovarian cancer. How do we get there? It starts with education and awareness. We provide education programs that prioritize increasing awareness of ovarian cancer to improve early detection. Focused on improving the lives of women currently diagnosed with ovarian cancer, we have created and participate in many patient programs. We are funding critical research that is getting us closer to a test for early detection and a cure every day. With your help, we can attain better research, increased awareness and support for the over 20,000 women who are diagnosed with ovarian cancer each year.
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Ovarian Cancer Awareness:



know the risk factors & symptoms


	what is ovarian cancer
	know the symptoms
	risk factor & symptoms
	living with ovarian cancer
	research initiatives
	what to ask your doctor













Our Relentless Pursuit For a Cure


Ovations for the Cure, Inc. provides critical funding for new and ongoing ovarian cancer research initiatives that focus on early detection, prevention, developing more effective treatments for ovarian cancer, and to bring about a cure ovarian cancer in our lifetime. We have had the opportunity to direct over $1.7 million to ovarian cancer research initiatives and treatment programs. Your continued support for these initiatives translates into hope for the estimated 1 in 79 women who will develop ovarian cancer in her lifetime. Ovations for the Cure is here to give everyone a fighting chance—we want to save lives. We are a non-profit organization totally committed to the relentless pursuit of a cure for ovarian cancer by raising funds, awareness and support to increase our many programs and endowments that go to further our goal of finding a cure.
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Middlesex Savings Bank
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  send a message


	Name*

	Phone*

	Email*


	Message

	By checking this box you agree to share the information  provided above with us.* I agree that Ovations may contact me about their programs.
By checking this box you agree to share the information  provided above with us.

	

	Name
This field is for validation purposes and should be left unchanged.



 









 


Phone: (617) 237-0129
susan@ovationsforthecure.org
800 Boylston Street, PO Box 990168, Boston, MA 02199
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